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The reality is that our anti-nuclear policy is naive and frequently contrary to our other interests; our simplistic and ignorant comments on nuclear matters tend to make us look foolish in more sophisticated circles. This applies not just to activist groups and fringe political organisations but to our political leaders and public servants and those who represent us abroad. There are many examples of this. Early in her Prime Ministership, Jenny Shipley paid an official visit to Japan. Before she set off, it was announced that she would certainly be meeting with the Japanese, New Zealand's closest nuclear power industries. Now, this is the nuclear industry that has no adverse effect on New Zealand and its people whatever but which is crucial to the energy security of what is a major trading partner. Japan's five power reactors also represent seventy million tons of oil that does not burn. In a similar way, our present Prime Minister has publicly fanned protest against emergency radars serving the Japanese nuclear industry, which occasionally passes through the Tasman, despite the fact that there is no indication that these radars do any harm. The New Zealand government has been following the advice of her sometimes Minister of Science, Peter Hodgkin, who pronounced on these matters whilst still a student at Princeton. Of the 936 shipments of plutonium oxide from Europe to Japan, he said, "If the ship sank, we would be in trouble. If the ship sank by New Zealand, New Zealand would have to be evacuated..."
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Abstract
Traditional New Zealand attitudes with regard to all things nuclear are subjected to critical scrutiny. It is argued that these may frequently lead us to take policy positions that do not best serve our national interests. In the context of continuing anxiety about future energy supplies, an unreflective refusal to even consider civilian nuclear power is an outstanding example of this. The chapter author makes a ‘modest proposal’.
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